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Each year more and more local and state municipalities require maintenance professionals to

be licensed to operate boilers and their accessories. Skilled trades courses do a decent job

providing an introduction to the field of boiler operations but many are deficient in preparing

students or readers on what is essential to passing an boiler operator examination. This book

has boiled down the crucial and necessary parts in layman terms so the reader can focus on

what's most important; integrating the knowledge in a manner that will allow them to recall that

information either in a written or oral form when needed.There is not a book on the market like

this and it will definitely help the reader that applies themselves to adopting its principles.
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AuthorForewordThis manual will serve as your refresher course for the study of boiler

operation and principles. It is called Your Boiler Operator Exam Pocket Tutor because it is told

through simple explanatory language. This book and the accompanying audio version will

serve the reader and listener in more of a tutoring capacity.Our approach taught here in Pocket

Tutor is a proven method that has proven to be immensely successful in helping students get

their boiler operator license. Our goal is to help readers gain the necessary confidence in their

competence relative to Boiler Operation that they will successfully pass their boiler operator

license examination in the jurisdiction they reside. Many people embarking on the study of

boiler operation often take on too much study material and get overwhelmed from all the

available literature. Or students try to learn from Cliff Notes from friends or fellow students that

may or may not have been successful in earning their boiler operator license.This book takes a

tutor approach rather than an instructor approach. Our approach will have the student fully

prepared to talk about boilers, boiler auxiliaries and accessories, their operation and testing in

a conversation manner and tone. This manual will demystify boilers and their

operation.Chapter 1: Boiler IndustryWhat is a Boiler Plant?Ans. A plant consisting of one or

more boilers in battery or connected to a common header or steam outlet used to generate

steam for heating, process or mechanical work in a prime mover.What is a heating plant?Ans.

A boiler plant consisting of one or more boilers in battery connected to a common header or

steam outlet used to generate steam for heating conditioned spaces. Depending on the

distances the steam must travel to the condition space will determine the pressure the boiler

must generate. The steam once it leaves the boiler is then directed and handled by other

auxiliaries and accessories before being discharged through heat transfer surfaces which give

off the heat energy in the steam to the conditioned space before returning to condensate and

returning to the boiler via condensate return pumps, condensate tank and boiler feed

pumps.The heat energy produced by a boiler in a heating plant is often recycled and reused in



other processes to reduce fuel consumption in the boiler and thus reduce overall costs to

operate and maintain the boiler. The steam leaving the boiler may also be reduced through

Pressure Reducing Stations or Pressure Reducing Valves (PRVs) before the steam enters

heat exchanging equipment. If the heat exchanging equipment (radiators or coils) are relatively

in close proximity to the boiler a PRV is not required as the steam pressure entering the coil is

sufficient to heat the space and not do damage to the coil as it gives off its heat energy and

return to condensate.Heat exchange equipment in a heating plant must be of sufficient size to

give off enough British Thermal Units (BTUs) to heat the space to the design temperature as

well as allow the steam to flow freely through the coil with minimum condensate logging which

reduces the flow of steam and reduces the capacity of the coil because the steam is now

heating condensate in the coil and not giving off heat to the coil to heat the area or medium

surrounding.What is a Power Plant?Ans. A boiler plant consisting of one or more boilers in

battery connected to a common header or steam outlet used to generate steam for delivering

to a prime mover such as a turbine which is directly or indirectly connected to an electrical

generator. The turbine turns from the steam being directed through its nozzles and in turn the

generator connected to it turns. This turning of the generator through its own processes

produce voltage which is transmitted out for use.Because Power Plants use very large steam

boilers and complex systems the steam generated by the boiler is not simply used to turn a

turbine. It is also used to demineralize water for the boiler’s use. The steam is used to heat

various spaces inside the plant and for other processes that the plant is designed.What is a

low pressure and a high pressure boiler?Ans. The classification of low and high pressure

boilers are determined by the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME). Low

Pressure boilers are any operating under 15 pounds per square inch (psi). Any boiler operating

15 psi and higher is considered a high pressure boiler.Low pressure boilers are typically used

in low grade commercial and industrial heating plants. Schools and hospitals that do not use

steam for process or power will use a low pressure boiler or a steam generator to provide the

heat energy it needs to condition a space.Compared to low pressure boilers, high pressure

boilers are much more vast in the types since any boiler operating over 15 psi is considered a

high pressure boiler.How are boilers used in laundries?Boilers are used laundries generate

steam to operate presses and other mechanical devices used to clean and launder clothes.

The steam is high pressure and if not needed reduced by a PRV for the particular

purpose.How are boilers used in process plants?Boilers used in process plants generate

steam to finish processes like beer and wine; operate prime movers or equipment needed in

the manufacturing process. Steam in this case is not used for its heat energy per se but for the

applied force or pressure it can exert upon a surface to get it do work.What is a Power

Generating Plant?Boilers used in power generating plants produce steam by converting the

chemical energy in the fuel into heat energy in the steam. The heat energy and the pressure

generated sends the steam long distances so that it can do work in the turbine which is

connected to a generator that produces electricity for transmission and usage.In the power

generating plant no different than any other plant the boiler converts the stored chemical

energy in the fuel into heat energy in the steam. The boiler’s ability to do this in an efficient and

safe manner is what determines how effective the plant is overall. Power plants want to

generate the most electricity in watts for the cheapest cost which is heavily driven by the fuel it

takes to produce a pound of steam. That cost plus the cost from all the accessories associated

in the boiler plant and the labor give an idea of the total cost.Chapter 2: Boiler PurposeWhat is

a boiler?Ans. An energy conversion device that converts the potential stored chemical energy

in the fuel combusted in the furnace and converts into heat energy that is transferred to the



water through the heating surfaces to become steam.A boiler or steam generator is a device

used to create steam by applying heat energy to water. Although the definitions are somewhat

flexible, it can be said that older steam generators were commonly termed boilers and worked

at low to medium pressure (7–2,000 kPa or 1–290 psi) but, at pressures above this, it is more

usual to speak of a steam generator.A boiler or steam generator is used wherever a source of

steam is required. The form and size depends on the application: mobile steam engines such

as steam locomotives, portable engines and steam-powered road vehicles typically use a

smaller boiler that forms an integral part of the vehicle; stationary steam engines, industrial

installations and power stations will usually have a larger separate steam generating facility

connected to the point-of-use by piping. A notable exception is the steampowered fireless

locomotive, where separately-generated steam is transferred to a receiver (tank) on the

locomotive.How is the term defined and how do you make sense of it in a common way to be

able to comprehend its function and its role in either a heating or power plant?Ans. Well we

know that a boiler by scientific term is an enclosed vessel when operating under pressure

converts water into steam. That definition has been accepted and as good as any provided for

almost a century.However that response treats the boiler separate or above the rest of the

plant when actually it is just a part of the plant’s purpose or operations.What is a boiler’s

purpose?Ans. A boiler’s sole and only job is to convert the chemical energy in the fuel to heat

energy in the steam to do work in the designed application. It does not do anything beyond

that. The boiler is not concerned with the steam beyond that.Therefore the operator must not

over complicate or emphasize the boiler’s importance. It may be the lead singer of the power

plant band but it is still just a member of the group. Without proper understanding of the

associated auxiliaries and accessories working together then the boiler is useless.How are

boilers designed?Ans. Each boiler type is designed a certain way to allow the greatest

absorption of heat from the fuel burned in its furnace area transferring that heat to the water

inside to create the driest steam leaving the steam drum or outlet. That is it. That is all.

Understand that every component inside the boiler proper (inside) is designed to do those

three things:1. Absorb the greatest amount of heat from the fuel in the furnace in the safest

manner2. Transfer that heat with minimal loss to the water inside the boiler3. Deliver the

highest quality of steam for the pressure and application of the system4. Help support the

boiler structure and allow for the expansion and contraction of the boiler as it is heated and

cooledSo now let’s add what you just learned back to the old definition to give you a deeper

understanding of a boiler’s purpose. A boiler is a closed vessel in which water is transformed

into steam through the application of heat is the old definition. We recommend a new

definition:A boiler is an energy conversion device that converts the potential stored chemical

energy in the fuel combusted in the furnace and converts into heat energy that is transferred to

the water through the heating surfaces to become steam. A boiler could not be a boiler if it was

not an enclosed vessel. Saying it is a pressure vessel is severely a fraction of what a boiler is

or what it does.Chapter 3: Boiler Types & ClassificationsBoilers can be classified in many ways.

Understanding the various boiler types and the way in which they can be classified will go a

long way in comprehending how they accomplish their purpose. There are two types of boilers:

Fire Tube and WaterTube. Boilers can be classified in numerous ways such as the axis of the

shell: horizontal orvertical. Boilers can be classified by the position of the furnace whether it is

internally orexternally firedFire tube boilers are boilers in which the products of combustion or

hot gases from combustion travel from the furnace area through the boiler tubes with the boiler

water outside. The tubes are connected to tube headers on both the front and rear of the boiler

with cylindrical drum make up the boiler shell. Think of a pop can laying on its side (horizontal)



or standing up (vertical) filled with tubes. The flat ends of the pop can make up the tube sheet

that hold the tubes. Gases passes through the tubes with water surrounding.What are some of

the advantages of using a firetube boiler?Ans. Firetube boilers contain a large amount of water

due to its design with the water being on the around the tubes and filling a great deal of the

shell. Because of this design firetube boilers can respond to load changes with minimal steam

pressure drop.Are firetube boilers fast steamers?
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M. Greer, “Good information. After reading this book I got a better understanding on how

boilers operate. The book also was wrote in a way that was easy to comprehend.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 3.7. 5 people have provided feedback.
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